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surprisingly all the political parities are unanimous in providing reservation in
the private sector. One wonders then how and why it was stalled during the
current Lok Sabha?
The present document offers a small peep into the thinking of scheme
of political parties going into the election and even beyond that. This effort
seeks to educate dalit brethren, civil society and everybody concerned
and sensitive and caste their ballot based on the call of their conscience.
The analysis reaches an inevitable conclusion which asks for more as we
deserve more. Give us safety and security and equality of opportunity. Do
not give us pre-determination of fate; give us the chance to draw our fate.
Do not give us perfunctory promises; give us what belongs to us, a people,
a country, and a future.
-----

Come election time and every political party have a host of goodies to
offer almost everybody. Before we could go onto the next question that how
sincere these parties are in terms of providing what they promise, there is
another question that is of extreme relevance, the concern of major political
parties with dalits. How important is the issue of social, economic and political
integration of dalits. What are their views on urgent issues of personal safety
and security of dalits and especially dalit women and children, sizeable
majority of them still being under guised tutelage and bondage. How
important is the complete abolition of manual scavenging? How prominently
the issues of land rights of dalits figure in their commitments. How vocal
they are with issues of dalits dying with hunger? How forthright they would
be in dealing with making available those rights of equality before law and
equality of opportunity that the Constitution of India promises to every citizen
including dalits. In the history of electoral politics in India, dalits are supposed
to be dumb driven herds which can be lured with show of a perfunctory
concern, and some talk here and there on their social and economic revival.
Though supposed to be numerically strong, and a possible vote bank which
has the potential to swerving political fortunes along with them and turning
psephology of all poll pundits topsy turvy, the history witnessed that political
parties have failed to be accountable to the promises made by them to the
electorate and mainly dalits.
The ruling Indian National congress has a section which talks about
“greater impetus to the empowerment of weaker sections of the society.
The weaker section has been defined at Sc, ST, OBC, minorities and
women. It promises free primary, secondary and university education to
boys and girls belonging to dalit and adivasi communities. It also talks about
coaching fee for all entrance exams for at least one lakh SC/ST students to
be paid by the central government per year. National scholarship for boys
and girls belonging to SC/ST is also proposed to be raised. INC also talks
about ensuring Special component Plan and Tribal Sub plan to be made
proportionate to the percentage in the population. Affirmative action in private
sector has been taken from CMP. Besides, Cong Manifesto also seeks
to ensure comprehensive social security to those at special risk including
members designated as most backward dalit communities.
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BJP focuses on tangible “development and empowerment” it would boost
opportunities for entrepreneurship and commerce among dalits, OBCs and
other deprived sections. It promises to firmly deal with atrocities against dalits,
tribals and weaker sections of the society. It also promises special education
facilities, water, health, sanitation and hygiene for all families, habitations,
and creation of an extremely backward Communities Development bank for
promoting skill enhancement through learn and earn schemes.
The manifesto of the CPI has a section on dalits and Adivasis, which
promises that the SC and the ST (Reservation in posts and services) Bill 2008
will be replaced by a new Act with provisions of reservations in all educational
institutions and in all classes of posts. Affirmative action in private sector is
guaranteed to the extent that MNCs not adhering to this would have to lose
tax concessions. Reservation for all dalits irrespective of their religion is also
promised. It also promises to ensure programmes for social and economic
development of dalits which would include their education, health, livelihood,
poverty alleviation, housing and other basic amenities by implementing sub
plans for Sc St in the planning process.
The manifesto of the CPIM is the most comprehensive in the sense that
it does not deal with dalits, ST, Minorities with the same sweeping treatment.
It promises to ensure stringent action against untouchability and atrocities
against SC. Increasing allocations under special component plan, launching
minor irrigation for unirrigated lands of dalits and adivasis, extending
reservations to dalit Christians and muslims, reservation in the private sector,
filling backlogs of appointments in the reserved categories, scrapping the
SC ST (Reservation in Posts and services Bill, etc are other promises that
CPIM makes to its electorates. Besides, increasing scholarships, and hostel
facilities and curb drop out rate among the SCs have caught its attention
in terms of priority with regard to SC ST. Total liberation and rehabilitation
of manual scavengers. To the STs it offers filling all vacancies for reserved
posts, extending reservation in private sector, protecting land rights and
restring land alienated illegally, implementing forests rights Act (2006) in toto,
including other forests dwellers on a more reasonable definition, expanding
PDS, drinking water facilities, health centres, schools and hostels in the
tribal areas. In addition to this, OBCs are offered 27% reservation in central
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educational institutions, and extending them in private education institutions,
strengthening National Commission for backward classes and simplifying
procedures for issuing OBC certificates.
The NCP offers full flow of funds for the SCP and TSP, prioritization of
intensive implementation of poverty alleviation programmes in areas of SC ST
concentration. Their habitations to be provided safe drinking water, primary
health care, primary education and shelter, and special recruitment drives for
STs. An exclusive commission for SC& ST with constitutional status is also
promised. Distribution of land to all the landless people among the schedule
castes and ST communities to be implemented within a stipulated time frame
has also been offered. OBCs have also been offered scholarships, 27%
reservation, pre-examination coaching and up gradation of traditional skills.
All the political parties look equally unprepared in their promises to dalits,
their promises perfunctory and their intentions doubtful. A majority of them
have done it just for the sake of “incorporating something on dalits and SC
STs” in their agenda, failing to realize how discerning the dalit community now
is. Some of the parties just seem to have yielded to election related advocacy
of dalit groups and “picking and choosing” from plethoras of issues provided
to them and giving some space to dalit issues in their manifesto Some of
the parties have also promised a ‘magic wand’ by which they would provide
“education, sanitation, health, employment, and credit facilities”. They seem
to be totally in haste to lure dalits with promises without being able to grasp
the reality of implications for providing all the services to all dalits and ST all
the services at once. Most of the parties seem to be completely dispossessed
of adequate research or even basic facts regarding dalits issues. Some have
touched the real issues in terms of offering redistribution of surplus land,
and restoring lands having lost through illegal alienation in case of STs. We
hope that they are sincere in this and are promising this not as a placebo, but
doing this with complete realization of the fact that how critically necessary
that is for social reconstruction.
It is surprising to see that all the political parties have addressed the
issue of reservations in their manifesto. Presumably, they are compelled to
do that as it is looked at as the most effective way of fetching votes. More
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